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Editorial 

 

Welcome to a bright and shiny New Year. The pundits will doubtless be telling us 

in rather vague and oblique terms what this year holds for us – but I'll leave that 

to them and of course, the remarkable sage Nostradamus, who will be re-

exhumed to give us, well let’s be honest, a load of rubbish. 

 

For the geologically inclined I foretell that there will be volcanic eruptions, 

earthquakes, landslides, new facts about Mars and lots of computer simulations 

that will prove that some other Academic has got it completely and hopelessly 
wrong. Tectonic plates will continue on their slow journeys to wherever. Ice caps 

will melt, sea levels will rise, as will atmospheric methane and carbon dioxide 

levels. So that's 2022 in a nutshell – not worth getting out of bed for. Sigh! If 

only real life were that predictable. 

 

Philosophically 

 

You could argue that astronomy and geology are but opposite and 

interchangeable sides of the same coin, since they both study deep time, albeit 

using different techniques. That anyway, is my excuse for showing a picture of 

ALMA – the Atacama Large Millimetric Array. 

 
 

                          
 

This array of telescopes has recently been used to survey the protoplanetary 

discs around five young stars and have mapped out 18 organic and inorganic 
molecules within them. 



 

The new ALMA maps reveal that the chemicals in the disks are not located 

uniformly throughout each disk; instead, each one is a different soup of 

planetary ingredients. The results suggest that planet formation occurs in 

diverse chemical environments and that as they form, each planet may be 

exposed to vastly different molecules depending on its location in a disk. 

 

Planets form and obtain their compositions in dust and gas-rich disks around 

young stars, and the outcome of this process is intimately linked to the disk's 

chemical properties. The distributions of molecules across disks regulate the 

elemental compositions of planets as well as access to water and prebiotically 

relevant organics. 

Emission from molecules also encodes information on disk ionization levels, 

temperature structures, kinematics, and gas surface densities, which are all key 

ingredients of disk evolution and planet formation models. Two planets can form 

around the same star and have very different organic inventories, and therefore 

predispositions to life. 

 

In the research, the astronomers mapped out the specific locations of 18 

molecules — including hydrogen cyanide, and other nitriles connected to the 

origins of life — in each of the five protoplanetary disks. The chemistry occurring 

even in a single disk is much more complicated than was previously suspected. 

Each individual disk appears quite different from the next one, with its own 

distinctive set of chemical substructures. 
 

The planets forming in these disks are going to experience very different 

chemical environments. The observing team used these maps to show where 

some of the forming planets are located within disks, enabling scientists to 

connect the observed chemical soups with the future compositions of specific 

planets, but dense gas and dust, which will last some three million years, and 

shield young, developing planets from view. 

                      

                                  



 

 

 

A little nearer home 

 

Well only about 250 million kilometres away there is our near neighbour Mars 

(believe me – that's backyard stuff compared to distances to the stars; Proxima 

Centauri, the closest star to our own, is 40,208,000,000,000 km distant). This region, 

thought to be one of the oldest on the planet is called Arabia terra.          

 

 

 

It has attracted  particular interest recently because analysis of high resolution 

images shows several craters in Arabia Terra that are filled with layered rock, 

often exposed in rounded mounds; there are also many dune fields on view as 

well. That layered rock is volcanic in origin. 

 

Some volcanoes can produce eruptions so powerful that they release oceans of 
dust and toxic gases into the air, blocking out sunlight and changing a planet’s 

climate for decades. By studying the topography and mineral composition of a 

portion of the Arabia Terra region in northern Mars, scientists recently found 

evidence for thousands of such eruptions, or “super eruptions,” which are the 

most violent volcanic explosions known. Ejecting water vapour, carbon dioxide, 

sulphur dioxide and enormous quantities of solid material, often as fine particles, 

these violent explosive forces exerted a powerful influence on the Martian 

surface and atmosphere over a 500 million year period around 4 Billion years 

ago. 

 



On Earth, the Toba super eruption produced about 2800 cu.km of ejecta and an 

ash column that probably reached 30 km or more into the atmosphere. On Mars 

with a lower gravitational attraction and a less dense atmosphere, the effects 

must have been cataclysmic. 

 

Speaking of cataclysms 

 

This next story is an interesting mix of geology, archaeology and religion. Let 

me give you a potted version of the fate of Sodom and Gomorrah. 

 

The angels tell Lot "...because the outcry against its people has become great 

before the Lord, and the Lord has sent us to destroy it.” The next morning, 
because Lot had lingered, the angels seized Lot, his wife, and his two daughters 

and take them out of the city and tell him to flee to the hills. Lot says that the 

hills are too far away and asks to go to Zoar instead. Then God rained sulphur 

and fire on Sodom and Gomorrah and all the Plain, and all the inhabitants of the 

cities, and what grew on the ground. Lot, together with his two daughters, are 

saved but his wife looks back and is turned into a pillar of salt. 

 

Similar accounts are found in Judaic and Islamic texts. So maybe there is a grain 

of truth somewhere in the story. Archaeologists have now found evidence that 

in  1650 BCE (Middle Bronze Age), a cosmic airburst destroyed Tall el-Hammam, 

an ancient walled city in the Jordan Valley close to the north end of the Dead 

Sea. An eyewitness description of this catastrophic event, which was larger than 

the 1908 explosion over Tunguska in Siberia, may have been passed down as an 

oral tradition that eventually became the written Biblical account about the 
destruction of Sodom. 

 

Now for the science. The excavations of the final phase of the Middle Bronze Age 

II stratum revealed highly unusual materials. In addition to the usual debris 

patterns typical of ancient cities destroyed by warfare and earthquakes, the 

archaeologists found pottery sherds with outer surfaces melted into glass, some 

bubbled as if ‘boiled;’ melted and ‘bubbled’ mud brick fragments; partially 

melted roofing clay (with wattle impressions); and melted building plaster. 

 

These suggest that the destruction of Tall el-Hammam was associated with some 

unusual high-temperature event. There is evidence of a large cosmic airburst, 

close to this city of an explosion similar to the Tunguska event, a roughly 12 
megaton airburst that occurred in 1908, when a 56-60m meteor pierced the 

Earth’s atmosphere over the Eastern Siberian taiga. The shock of the explosion 

over Tall el-Hammam was enough to level the city, flattening the palace and 

surrounding walls and mud brick structures, and the distribution of bones 

indicated ‘extreme disarticulation and skeletal fragmentation in nearby humans.’ 

There is  evidence for temperatures greater than 2,000 degrees Celsius. 

 

For the researchers, further proof of the airburst was found by conducting many 

different kinds of analyses on soil and sediments from the critical layer. 

Tiny iron- and silica-rich spherules turned up in their analysis, as did melted 

metals.  One of the main discoveries was shocked quartz, which is associated 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lot%27s_wife
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zoara
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tall_el-Hammam


with other impact craters; these are sand grains containing cracks that form only 

under very high pressure. 

 

The airburst may also explain the anomalously high concentrations of salt found 

in the destruction layer — an average of 4% in the sediment and as high as 25% 

in some samples. The salt was thrown up due to the high impact pressures. And 

it may be that the impact partially hit the Dead Sea, which is rich in salt. The 

local shores of the Dead Sea are also salt-rich so the impact may have 

redistributed those salt crystals far and wide, not just at Tall el-Hammam, but 

also nearby Tell es-Sultan (proposed as the Biblical Jericho, which also 

underwent violent destruction at the same time) and Tall-Nimrin. 

  
  

   .    

 

That sinking feeling 

 

Rainwater is useful stuff, always provided that it arrives reasonably regularly and 

not unexpectedly, in torrential quantities. In geological terms it forms landscapes 

over long time periods – think Grand Canyon for example. But add in 

atmospheric carbon dioxide, some limestone rock and interesting things start to 

happen. 

                              CO2 (g) + H2O (l) <=> H2CO3 (aq) 
 

The product is a weak acid that can dissolve limestone (and one or two other 

rocks). The results can be spectacular. 

 

The following image is of the Xiaozhai Tiankeng (小寨天坑), also known as the 

“Heavenly Pit”, is the world’s deepest sinkhole. 
  

                                                



                             
 

Located in Fenglie County of Chongqing Municipality in China, the sinkhole 

measures over 660m deep.  It's so huge it has its own ecosystem, and scientists 

have identified more than 1,285 plants and animals living in the sinkhole. There 

are even some clouded leopards that have been spotted prowling about in the 

trees at the bottom (How did they get down there?). 

 

Rock of the month 

 

    

 
 

You may well recognise this beautiful blue rock as Lapis lazuli. It is not a mineral. 
Instead, it is a rock composed of multiple minerals. The blue colour of lapis lazuli is mainly 
derived from the presence of lazurite, a blue silicate mineral of the sodalite group with a 

chemical composition of (Na,Ca)8(AlSiO4)6(S,Cl,SO4,OH)2. . 

 

 

Footnote 

 

This is a recently released image from the Hubble Telescope and shows a 

protostar in a very early stage of development. This area of space is something 



of a star nursery. You can see the widely dispersed clouds of dust that are 

collapsing into the young star. It is at an earlier stage of development than the 

star with a disc of dust shown above. The image is of the infra red part of the 

spectrum and the young star is hot due to the gravitational energy of the 

collapsing material. Rather later in the process when it is rather bigger there will 

be enough energy to start the nuclear reactions that will turn it into full starhood. 

 

         

                    
 
The smaller inset picture shows a wider view to put the protostar in context. The 

blue star below is a youngster that has started nuclear fusion and is shining 

brightly. Dust clouds that are feeding the protostar tend to obscure more distant 

objects.             
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